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Abstract 
The paper is aimed at showing the importance of distinction between two art forms of a literary work – a speech art form and a 
literary and figurative form – while analysing texts with a complicated speech structure. The paper focuses on solving the task of 
determining the speech artistic devices used by the author in their interaction and interdependence in a literary text. The research 
is done in the field of linguistic poetics. 
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1. Introduction 
The last decade has been marked by an increasing attention to linguistic poetics as a separate field of knowledge 
(Panova, 2003; Lipgart, 2007; Babenko, 2007, 2010; Borisova, 2010; Phateeva, 2010, etc.) Linguistic poetics is a 
dynamically developing scientific area that focuses on studying literary works. Contemporary linguistic poetics 
displays a wide range of research approaches, which can be explained by the specificity of the object under study 
(prose / poetry, Russian / foreign literature, modern literature / the literature of previous epochs) and by the fact that 
despite its a hundred-year history (beginning with the works by М. М. Bakhtin, B. А. Larin, G. О. Vinokur, 
Yu. N. Tynyanov, А. М. Peshkovsky, R. О. Jakobson, etc.), this scientific discipline has neither yet unambiguously 
defined its subject, nor has developed its own specific theory and method of analysis.  
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The research is based on the idea of hierarchical internal organization of a literary work form that is related to 
A. A. Potebnya’s artistic concept formulated in his work “Thoughts and language” (Potebnya, 1836). A. A. Potebnya 
suggests distinguishing between “external form” and “internal form” in the structure of a work of arts, differentiating 
them from both “material” and “contents”. He illustrates the idea with the following example: «This is a marble 
statue (external form) of a woman with a sword and scales (internal form) that represents justice (contents)». The 
external form «<…> in the statue is not a rough stone of marble, but the marble rough-finished in a special way, in a 
picture – not a canvas and paints, but a particular colourful surface, consequently, the picture proper» (Potebnya, 
1999). In contemporary linguistic studies apart from artistic contents (meaning, conception) two art forms or layers 
of a literary work are distinguished – a layer of art speech and a layer of art images (or speech and literary and 
figurative art forms). The given research belongs to the area of the latest linguopoetic studies focusing on the issues 
of interaction between these two art forms in relation to the conceptual level of a text (Sivkova, 2001, 2003; 
Kozenyasheva, 2006; Borisova, 2010; Shakhbaz, 2010, etc.).  
It should be noted that doing a linguistic poetical research it is necessary to distinguish between not two, but three 
forms of a literary work: language form proper (which can undergo only linguistic analysis), literary and figurative 
art form (belonging in the sphere of literary poetics) and speech art form being the subject of a separate philological 
discipline – linguistic poetics.  
A basic unit of literary art form is a literary and art image – the result of human activity manifesting a writer’s 
psychic conceptualizations of the world and substituting realia and phenomena of consciousness. A basic unit of 
speech art form is arteme – a foregrounding word or word combination. The core of a foregrounding word consists 
of deliberate formal or semantic transformation of a language unit, of breaking norms of standard language 
(Mukarzhovsky, 1967). The author’s action aimed at a language unit transformation is called a speech art device. 
Using the speech art device results in additional art meanings emerging in the word apart from (or instead of) its 
basic lexical meaning (the term offered by V. V. Vinogradov), which take part in forming the meaningful 
(conceptual) level of the text.  
2. Methodology 
2.1. Research methods  
The basic method of linguistic poetical analysis of the units of speech art form used in the research is the 
«stylistical experiment by L. V. Shcherba – А. М. Peshkovsky – L. S. Vygotsky». The experiment procedure 
consists of 2 stages: 1) juxtaposition of semantic volume of the arteme and its stylistically neutral counterpart – a 
separate word that does not have usage labels in dictionaries or a free (non-phraseological) word combination; 
2) linguistic poetical interpretation of the difference in the semantic volumes of these units that takes into account 
the local context of a phrase and the global context of a book (Klimovskaya, 2009). The method proves to be highly 
effective in analyzing texts with a complicated speech art form because of high density of artemes, in solving one of 
the tasks of linguistic poetics – identification of the art devices used by the author. 
2.2. Material 
The research is based on the stories written by a contemporary Russian writer, Tatyana Tolstaya, during the 
period from 1983 to 1999 (Tolstaya, 2007). 
3. Discussion 
Analysing texts with complicated speech art form researchers come across the problem of identification of 
separate artemes and speech art devices.  Some researchers studying works by Tolstaya think that the author’s 
“complicated devices do not make it possible to unambiguously “localize” particular cases of usage of art 
representation means” (Frolova, 2011). 
The research has shown that in the texts with a complicated (rich in artemes) speech art form the interaction of 
speech art devices can “darken” the structures of particular artemes and complicate their interpretation triggering 
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development of additional meanings inside them. Thus, by means of interaction of speech art devices of 
metonymical shift and semantic syncretism (by which we mean simultaneous realization of several meanings of a 
polysemantic word) in flash fiction by T. Tolstaya literary and art micro images are modelled; they form the 
metaphorical background of the text and are often considered to be metaphors (without methodological distinction 
between the literary and art micro image and the arteme naming it).  
Emergence of a metaphorical background due to the interaction of speech art devices of metonymy and semantic 
syncretism can be shown in the passage from the story “The only one” (1986): “At nights Leningrad is blown 
through by the spring. A river wind, a garden wind and a stone wind collide, whirl and in a joint powerful rush speed 
along an empty street channel, break in the night whining attic windows, raise powerless wet sleeves of clothes 
drying between rafters; the winds fall on the ground, breast against the earth, rise again and whirl away sweeping the 
smells of granite and waking leaves to the night sea so that on a faraway ship amidst the waves under the running 
night star a sleepless traveler crossing the night might raise his head, inhale the air coming on and think: the earth” 
(Tolstaya, 2007). 
In the cited passage the arteme spring – the metonymical denotation of a spring wind – interacts with the arteme 
blow through, the latter displaying the foregrounding of two meanings of the word ‘blow through’: 1) lit. ‘clean by 
blowing’ 2) col. ‘go through smth, blow smth from all the sides (about air stream)’. The second meaning of the word 
is foregrounded in the first part of the second sentence (cf.: Leningrad is blown through by the winds). The first 
meaning is represented in the second part of the second sentence modelling the image of smells, blown away from 
the city due to which a metaphorical anthropomorphic literary and art image of spring appears; it is blowing the city 
through as if it were a musical instrument from which smells come out instead of sounds. Because of interaction 
between the artemes in the unit spring we can find a speech art device of metonymical shift and personification. 
4. Conclusion 
Thus, in the stories by Tolstaya the literary and art micro images forming the metaphorical background of the text 
are modelled with a number of artemes. Linguistic poetical methodology and research approach that take into 
account two art forms – speech and literary and figurative – help to analyse the texts with a complicated speech art 
form, to single out author’s devices, reveal the results of their interaction and describe arteme complexes. 
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